Abstract-With the population of network usage, it is possible to connect home appliances with each other. The basic demand is to connect home appliances easily with less user intervening and home network is an complex environment which comprises several network architecture including ethernet, wireless network, or power-line etc.. Therefore, integrating heterogeneous environment in home network to reduce user intervening effort will be the first issue to realize smart home environment. On the other hand, there exists many services within home network, these services need to be integrated to make home network smart. So we propose a middleware to realize smart home environment over peer-to-peer overlay network to resolve the heterogeneous home environment problem and propose the service collaboration framework to use home services intelligently.
I. INTRODUCTION
Because of the population of network usage, traditional home network have move on digital era. Home devices in the traditional home network are operating individually and can not communicate with other devices. Through network connection home devices will be connected with each other and work cooperatively. In order to provide seamless connection within home network, UPnP is the most popular technology to realize the home network operations. The most important operation of UPnP technology is device/service discovery. Through device/service discovery, home devices can be aware which devices or services are available to use. However the device/service discovery mechanism is using broadcast messages. There are two major problems arising from the broadcast message. First, each device will send broadcast message to others, so that the network performance will be decreased. Second, because of broadcast message is sent over reserved broadcast IP address, therefore, broadcast message will not be sent across to other network segment. Otherwise, the router or gateway needs to be modified to support broadcasting across to other segments. So the heterogeneous environment will decrease the usage of home network.
Therefore, in order to resolve the above problem, we need to reduce the number of broadcast message and generic transportation architecture to support multisegment network architecture and seamless connection between different network architecture. Fortunately, with the development of peer-to-peer overlay network architecture, multi-segment issue and seamless connection can be resolved easily without changing existing network design. In peer-to-peer network, messages can be relayed by intermediate peers and do not consider underlying network segment. Therefore, we take the advantage of the peer-to-peer overlay network architecture, we propose an implementation for UPnP operations over peer-to-peer overlay network. Through the implementation, the number of broadcast message will be reduced and message can be delivered without affecting by the mixed underlying network architecture.
On the other hand, when home user use their own mobile device, for example, PDA or mobile phone, to control home appliances within home network and move outside home network, home user will not control home device directly. Although we can deploy a home gateway to solve such kind of scenario, this will increase more complicate configuration and cost. Therefore, our work proposed in this paper can meet the demand of flexible home usage also.
Besides the seamless integration of different network, to manipulate service easily is also a basic demand for home users and intelligent usage of home service is also an important feature to realize a smart home environment. In this paper, we also propose a service collaboration framework based on service planning to provide an easy use home environment for home users.
The rest of this paper is organized as followings. Section 2 will reveal UPnP and peer-to-peer overlay network concept, and related research on home network. Section 3 describes the design of UPnP operations over peer-to-peer overlay network. Section 4 describes the system architecture of the proposed implementation of UPnP-based home environment over peer-to-peer overlay network. In section 5, a service collaboration framework is proposed to make an intelligent home environment. Finally, we give a brief conclusion of our work in section 6.
II. RELATED WORK
UPnP [1] is the most popular implementation to realize home network and it can enable data communication between home devices via a set of UPnP commands. The major operations including service discovery, service advertisement service acquiring and service control and these operations are transmitted over HTTP protocol. UPnP comprise several standards such as Simple Device Discovery Protocol, Simple Object Access Protocol and General Notification Architecture to perform service discovery, service description acquiring and service control and notification. Two kinds of roles are defined in UPnP. One is UPnP Control Point and the other is UPnP Device. UPnP Control Point is the device that can issue manipulation command to ask UPnP device to perform some actions. And UPnP Device is to provide the available services for UPnP Control Point. Figure n is the general representation between UPnP Control Point and UPnP Device.
Peer-to-peer network is a popular virtual network architecture in recent year. It can provide resource sharing in a distributed way. It resides on underlying network architecture and is a distributed architecture without central server involving. The first peer-to-peer network is Napster [4] . It deploy a central server as an index server, each peer can find the location of interest data items from the index server and contact the corresponding peer directly. With the development of peer-to-peer network, two peer-to-peer network architectures are appeared. One is unstructure peer-topeer network and the other is Structure peer-to-peer network. Gnutella [3] is such kind of unstructure peer-topeer network. Peers are connected in a distributed way and do not need to know overall topology. It uses flooding as the mechanism to send query to find the related information. In structure peer-to-peer network, it assign key to the data and compute a value for the key. The (key, value) pair is used for retrieving and locating the data item on a peer. CAN [5] , Chord [6] , Pastry [7] and Tapestry [8] are the famous structure peer-to-peer network system. Unlike flooding in unstructure peer-to-peer network, structure peer-to-peer network routing can be bounded in O(logN) hops. 
III. UPNP OPERATIONS OVER P2P
In this section, we reveal the design of the UPnP message transmission over peer-to-peer overlay network. The following sub-sections describe P2P-based UPnP device/service discovery and advertisement, UPnP service description acquiring, UPnP service control and event.
A. Generic Message Middleware
When UPnP device join the home network, the UPnP device perform the join operation of peer-to-peer overlay network and establish the neighbor list of the UPnP devices. And then UPnP message could be sent over peer-to-peer overlay network. Originally, the UPnP message delivery will be sent via network interface directly. The solution of our propose method is to deliver UPnP message via peer-to-peer overlay network which do not need to consider the underlying network architecture. Figure 1 show the message flow over peerto-peer network. When UPnP device send an UPnP message, the message will be transferred to peer-to-peer middleware which look up the address of destination device. If the middleware could not decide the destination address, the message will be sent to proper intermediate device to look up destination device via peer-to-peer routing mechanism and network transmission layer in advance. Therefore, the next device or destination device will be decided by the peer-to-peer middleware.
In order to avoid duplicate message received by nodes, each received message will be recorded in a receiving pool as a record by hash function. When message is received, the device calculates the hash value of the message and checks the hash value with receiving pool. If hash value is in the pool, the message will be dropped. Otherwise, the message will be processed. Figure 2 shows the overall processing flow chart with respect service discovery/advertisement, service description acquiring and service control. 
B. Service discovery and advertisement
Device/service discovery and advertisement are the most important operation in UPnP. When UPnP device join or leave the home network, discovery and advertisement message is used to guarantee the availability of the devices. The discovery and advertisement mechanism comprise two kind of message including MSEARCH and NOTIFY.
If the device wants to know other devices, MSEARCH message will be sent. When MSEARCH message is sent, the message will be relayed to every node of the peer-topeer overlay network. When a node receives the MSEARCH message, the node responses a reply message to the original node with its device identifier. Figure 3 shows the MSEARCH message over peer-to-peer network. Bold line is the MSEARCH message and dash line is the response message with respect to the MSEARCH message. From the figure, we can observe that intermediate node might receive several duplicate messages. As we described in section 3.1, first comes message will be processed and later duplicate message will be dropped. In addition, in order to avoid too many response messages on the same path, intermediate node will collect all response messages and package into one response message to the original sending node.
When UPnP device notify the awareness of the device actively, the NOTIFY message will be sent. When NOTIFY message is sent, the peer-to-peer middleware perform the join action to participate the device into peerto-peer overlay network and intermediate node will relay NOTIFY message to its neighbors. Figure 4 shows the NOTIFY message over peer-to-peer network.
C. Service description acquiring and control
When peer has device identifier and related information, the peer can issue service acquiring message to get the service description over peer-to-peer overlay network. And then acquired node will reply the service description to the acquiring peer. The acquiring node will cache the service description in the available service pool for future usage. On the other hand, Service description acquiring is an end-to-end action, but devices are located in different network segment. Therefore, service description acquiring is still transmitted alone with peerto-peer overlay topology. Figure 5 shows the service acquiring message over peer-to-peer network. Service control action is similar with service description acquiring operation which is an end-to-end action also. Therefore, when a node receives the service control command, the node will work according to the received service control command. Figure 6 shows the service control message over peer-to-peer network.
Service acquiring
Service acquiring In this section, we propose the design of the system architecture. First we will reveal the design of the protocol stack to realize the UPnP message over peer-topeer network. And then the system software architecture which comprises several computing blocks or procedures will be showed.
A. Protocol Stack
In order to make less modification on existing protocol stack, we insert an add-on peer-to-peer network middleware between UPnP middleware implementation and underlying TCP/IP protocol stack. The overall protocol stack is showed in Figure 7 . The overall protocol stack comprising four portions including user/vendor customization part, UPnP middleware, peer-to-peer network middleware and underlying TCP/IP stack.
User/vendor customization : Application developer can design their application with respect their scenario , idea or, usage. And they do not concern the detail of the underlying complex middleware or stack.
UPnP middleware : This is the traditional part of UPnP implementation including all functionalities of UPnP operations and messages.
Peer-to-peer network middleware : This portion is the basic transmission platform. This middleware will perform node joining, node leaving and topology maintenance. In addition, the peer-to-peer middleware will transmit the UPnP messages to destination node or route the message intermediate node also.
TCP/IP protocol stack : This is the actual network transmission layer. The destination node will be resolved by the peer-to-peer middleware and pass the destination node to the TCP/IP layer to perform actual packet transportation.
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B. Software Architecture
The protocol stack in previous section reveals the protocol architecture for realizing the home network scenario. In this section, we describe the software architecture for UPnP operations over peer-to-peer network. All messages are received and sent by the underlying network interface. The received packet will passed to message processor which perform message parsing and check whether the message is duplicate or not.
Then the message will be passed to peer-to-peer lookup middleware to decide the packet will be relayed or be processing by the UPnP command dispatcher. The UPnP message dispatcher performs the major processing of the UPnP command and responsible for the corresponding actions. If the command is service advertisement, service discovery and service acquiring, the resolving result will be stored in the service pool. In addition, peer-to-peer lookup middleware will be responsible for peer-to-peer topology management, and peer join/leave processing. Figure 8 shows the proposed software architecture.
V. SERVICE COLLABORATION FRAMEWORK
In previous section, we have proposed the design of smart home environment based on peer-to-peer overlay network to seamless connecting home appliances in a feasible way. But in order to share and manipulate home service in a flexible approach, we propose a service collaboration framework in this section. Our proposed mechanism is based on service planning to have a collaboration diagram for home service so that the collaboration framework will reduce user effort.
The general principle to achieve collaboration between different services on different home appliances is outlined as following.
Service preference : In order to describe different service capability or constrain, to have a easy understanding preference for service is very important. Fortunately, UPnP protocol described in previous section 
Service workflow determination :
Service is a basic unit for specified task in home environment. Home user will not understand each atomic service very well. And home user manipulates home service that comprises several services involving usually. Therefore to define a workflow that integrates each service is the tool for home users.
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Playing on PDA Video Transcoding Video Stroing Service composition : After defining service workflow, different services can be composed from different home appliances as an atomic-like service so that user effort will be reduced and manipulate service in a more flexible way. The stage is to collect all of the available services and merge into service collaboration diagram.
Service execution : When service composition based on the service workflow, the composed service will be executed. And according to different service state in the service workflow, some of atomic service can be executed in parallel. Therefore, the service execution performance can be improved compared with traditional service manipulation which uses each service in step by step way. The service execution chain is called service execution flow.
A. Service Planning
In order to make several services working cooperatively, we need to define a workflow is achieved by which services. At first we provide a service planning interface to home user to define service workflow. In the tool, home users just pick service component from the toolbar to link these picked service as a overall service flow. For example, we can consider the following scenario. A home user wants to watch a TV show on its PDA and wants to record the show in a storage place in home. Figure n shows the workflow of the above scenario and each circle represents a service task. The workflow will be called service planning in this paper. Service planning is high-level process to describe the service component which might be an atomic service or comprising sub-service components.
B. Service Composition Mechanism
When the service planning is defined, the planning is complied as a service composition diagram. The compile process will recognize the planning into several detail service components and schedule different execution flow to produce different service diagrams that might have synchronous or asynchronous execution path. The service composition mechanism is a recursive process. Each service component from the service planning will be divided into more detail service component that might be atomic service or another service planning. Figure 15 illustrates the result of service diagram extraction process in a hierarchy architecture. The synchronous or asynchronous execution path is produced according to the following definition. 
Ø. Figure 10~14 shows several service diagrams of the example that is described in previous sub-section. Service diagram I in figure 10 means a video stream, called TV show in previous section, is the input for playing on the PDA and storing in home storage. Before playing on PDA, the video stream needs to be transferred to another format to play on PDA. On the other hand, video stream can be stored in home storage without transcoding. Service diagram II in figure 11 means a video stream is the input for playing on the PDA and storing in home storage. Before storing in the home storage, the video stream needs to be transferred to another format. On the other hand, video stream can be played on PDA directly. Service diagram III in figure 12 means video stream needs to be transferred to another format first and the format is suitable for both PDA and home storage. Service diagram IV in figure 13 means the video stream needs to be transferred to another two formats to play on PDA and store in home storage. Because of the PDA and home storage require different video format. Service diagram V in figure 14 means the video stream does not need to be transferred to another format and can be played on PDA and stored in home storage directly. After service planning is divided as different service diagram representation, the home appliances will send the service query or discovery message to invoke service from other home appliances. After all atomic services are ready to execute, the overall service is prepared to be executed in next step.
C. Service Execution
After service composition mechanism by the service component extraction process, the service execution phase will compose the actual execution object for each service diagram. First, the service execution phase will send a service acquiring message to peer-to-peer based home environment to have all home appliances' status that will provide the service. After gathering all possible supported home appliances, the service execution phase will compute all possible service execution flow and compute the cost for each service execution flow. For example, if two service S1 and S2 can satisfy user's requirement, and home appliance A and B support service S1 and home appliance C and D provide service S2, the possible service execution flow will have four choices, that is (A, C), (A, D), (B, C) and (B, D) . The service execution phase will select the minimum processing time of service execution flows. The service processing time is defined as the sum of the home appliances processing time and network processing time. The home appliances processing time will also be influenced by different home appliances' capabilities including the remained CPU time to process the service, the specified service processing time etc.. The network processing time includes all network delay, network unit processing time etc.. we will select the minimum cost from these service execution flows as the actual service execution flow. Equation (1) is the formula to compute processing cost with respect to each service execution flow.
α is an estimated factor to represent the importance of the home appliance processing time and
shows the importance factor of the network transmission. P i is the home appliance processing time of device i and L j is the network transmission time for edge j between two consequence execution devices. The network transmission time comprise the network delay, propagation delay and queueing delay.
C. Implementation
In previous sub sections, we have illustrated the major steps for collaborating services in home network. In order to build the service collaboration framework to process the results of each stages of service collaboration mechanism, we define several description languages to represent the results. All of designed description language is based on XML technology which is the famous and popular tool to design new description language in a On the other hand, because the atomic service description and device description of UPnP-based home environment are also XML-based. Therefore, using XML technology as the core of the description language is the trivial method to implement the service collaboration framework. The complete set of description language in the service collaboration framework is showed in figure 16 . In service planning phase, Service Planning Description Language(SPDL) is used to produce Service Planning Description Document(SPDD) to illustrate the service planning. Figure n shows Figure 18 shows an example of Service Execution Description Document(SEDD) using Service Execution Description language(SEDL).
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a middleware implementation for home network to extend the UPnP operations which is originally restricted by broadcast message. Based on the proposed middleware, the broadcast message can be transmitted cross different network segment and do not need to modify the underlying network devices. And based on the message transmission over peer-to-peer network, the number of broadcast message can be reduced and make the network usage efficient. On the other hand, in order to provide a smart home service environment, we also propose a service collaboration framework which is based on XML technology. Because our proposed middleware is based on peer-to-peer overlay network, there exists security issue including DoS attack between these peers. Therefore, a better security mechanism will be the most important task in the future. On the other hand, service planning in the service collaboration framework is generated by home users. In order to provide an automatic environment, service semantic composition is also a future research direction. Sen-Ren Jan received the BS degree in computer science from Tamkang University, Taipei, Taiwan, in 1983 and the MS, PhD degree in computer and information science from National Chiao Tung University, Hsinchu, Taiwan, in 1991, 2000, respectively. He is currently an assistance professor in the Department of Information Management at Minghsin University of Science and Technology, Hsinchu, Taiwan. His current research interests include mathematical morphology, image processing, data hiding and pattern recognition.
